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SPECIAL COMMUNICATION

Weapons of Mass Destruction Events
With Contaminated Casualties
Effective Planning for Health Care Facilities
Anthony G. Macintyre, MD
Lt Col George W. Christopher, USAF, MC
COL Edward Eitzen, Jr, MC, USA
LTC Robert Gum, MC, USA
Scott Weir, MD
Craig DeAtley, PA-C
CDR Kevin Tonat, DrPH, MPH, USPHS
Joseph A. Barbera, MD

THE PERCEIVED THREAT OF

chemical or biological weap-
ons directed against the US ci-
vilian population has in-

creased substantially.1-3 The designation
of these weapons, along with nuclear ma-
terials and high explosives, as “weap-
ons of mass destruction” emphasizes
their potential catastrophic effect on the
health of a large population. Compre-
hensive communitywide management
programs for civilians exposed to chemi-
cal or biological warfare agents are still
under development and many response
issues have not been fully addressed.
Health care facilities (HCFs) are an in-
tegral yet often overlooked component
of the overall community response.

Although response requirements dif-
fer for chemical and biological agent re-
leases, in both cases there might be situ-
ations necessitating the removal of the
agent from exposed individuals
(decontamination). We discuss the plan-
ning of an effective HCF response to in-
cidents that require decontamination of

exposed persons. Such a response must
be coordinated within the entire com-
munity response framework, as in the in-
cident commandsystem, themostwidely
accepted command and control model
for emergency response in the United
States.4 Events that are likely to chal-
lenge the decontamination capability of
a HCF include 2 types of worst-case sce-
narios, chemical and biological.

Withthereleaseofachemicalweapon
in a populated area, casualties may pre-
sent en masse with little or no advance
notification.Thechemicalagentdeployed
could be a traditional militarized agent
(suchas thevesicantmustard)oramore
readily obtainable industrial hazardous
material.AsshownintheTokyosarinat-
tack, a significantnumberofexposed in-
dividuals may find their own means of

transportation to the HCF unassisted by
emergency medical services (EMS).5

These patients will not have undergone
triage or decontamination, and the least
injuredwill oftenpresent first.TheHCF
must have the ability to immediately de-
contaminate and treat those who are ill
fromtheagent.6 Somepersonsmayhave
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Biological and chemical terrorism is a growing concern for the emergency
preparedness community. While health care facilities (HCFs) are an essen-
tial component of the emergency response system, at present they are poorly
prepared for such incidents. The greatest challenge for HCFs may be the sud-
den presentation of large numbers of contaminated individuals. Guidelines
for managing contaminated patients have been based on traditional haz-
ardous material response or military experience, neither of which is directly
applicable to the civilian HCF. We discuss HCF planning for terrorist events
that expose large numbers of people to contamination. Key elements of an
effective HCF response plan include prompt recognition of the incident, staff
and facility protection, patient decontamination and triage, medical therapy,
and coordination with external emergency response and public health agen-
cies. Controversial aspects include the optimal choice of personal protective
equipment, establishment of patient decontamination procedures, the role of
chemical and biological agent detectors, and potential environmental im-
pacts on water treatment systems. These and other areas require further in-
vestigation to improve response strategies.
JAMA. 2000;283:242-249 www.jama.com
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experienced very little exposure to the
agent, or none at all. They may still re-
quiredecontaminationbecauseexposure
cannot be ruled out. Symptoms may be
accompanied by anxiety and may be di-
verse and confusing.5,7 Residual chemi-
cal agents on those exposed may pose a
risk of secondary spread to the HCF and
itsworkersbycontactorvaporization.8,9

In a biological attack, an infectious
agent may be released surreptitiously and
discovered after the incubation period,
when patients present with illness. How-
ever, if a biological attack is announced
or discovered publicly as it is occur-
ring, it could result in large numbers of
patients suddenly presenting for ser-
vices. In contrast with chemical agents,
most biological agents (except mycotox-
ins) are not dermally active or volatile.
Reaerosolization of infectious particles
is theorized tobea lowbutpossible risk.10

Therefore, decontamination to lessen the
effects of primary exposure and to pre-
vent secondary exposure is less impor-
tant than with chemical agents, but may
be necessary.11,12 The procedure could be
as simple as taking a shower and chang-
ing clothes (exposure to mycotoxins
would call for procedures similar to those
used for chemical agents, including ex-
tensive patient decontamination).13 A
sudden biological event may require ad-
ministration of prophylactic medica-
tions and vaccines and could place ex-
traordinary demands on medical and
public health staff and facilities.14-16 We
do not address the epidemiological in-
vestigation and large-scale measures
needed to control infection in the event
a mass exposure to infectious agents is
recognized in a delayed fashion. Plans
for HCF response to these types of
events are under development.11,17

BACKGROUND
Until recently, any threat to civilians
from hazardous materials (HAZMATs)
primarily has come from industrial
events.18 While unintentional releases are
relatively common, they generally cause
few serious toxic exposures per event.19

HAZMAT response guidelines have been
developed and implemented for man-
aging these incidents.20

The unintentional release of milita-
rized chemical agents from US military
depots has been another civilian con-
cern. In response, a major prepared-
ness initiative, the Chemical Stockpile
Emergency Preparedness Program, has
been implemented in communities sur-
rounding the depots.21 The response sys-
tem has never been activated.22 No simi-
lar community preparedness program for
biological release has been developed,
since the US military ceased maintain-
ing biological weapons in 1972.23,24

The newly perceived threat entails
the deliberate use of chemical and bio-
logical weapons against civilians. In
many instances, these weapons are rela-
tively easy to produce, inexpensive, and
can be deployed covertly. Most signifi-
cantly, the widespread terror caused by
the use of these weapons could com-
plicate response needs.25,26

The toxic and psychological threats
posed by chemical terrorism were dem-
onstrated by the 1995 sarin attack in the
Tokyo subway system.5,27 The assault re-
sulted in 11 deaths and more than 5000
emergency medical evaluations, of which
73.9% had no identifiable clinical in-
jury.28 The majority of those exposed ap-
parently had either a subclinical expo-
sure or psychogenic symptoms. No
chemical attacks of this nature have been
reported in the United States.

No successful biological attack has
occurred in the United States with an
aerosolized agent, but other crimes and
hoaxes involving biological agents have
occurred.29-31 The potential psychologi-
cal effects of bioterrorism were dem-
onstrated by the 1997 B’nai B’rith inci-
dent in Washington, DC.32 A Petri dish
found in the mail room of the B’nai B’rith
headquarters was labeled to indicate the
presence of Bacillus anthracis and
Yersinia pestis. Responders and inci-
dent managers were unaware that
nonaerosolized, agar-based organisms
pose no inhalation or cutaneous expo-
sure hazard (it was later proven that nei-
ther organism was present). As a result,
an expensive scene-control operation
took place, causing fear and inconve-
nience among those potentially ex-
posed. Other recent biological hoaxes

have also disrupted communities across
the country.33

CURRENT CAPABILITY
As the potential threat of civilian expo-
sure increases, the new challenge for the
medicalemergencyresponsecommunity
willbemanagingcontaminatedmassca-
sualties, someofwhommaybe ill.Many
HCFsarepoorlyprepared for thedecon-
tamination requirements of even small-
scaleHAZMATincidents,34,35 asdemon-
stratedbythetemporaryclosuresofwell-
run, full-serviceemergencydepartments
afterpresentationofonly1or2contami-
nated patients in 1997.36 The most com-
prehensive HCF response plans to date
were designed to cope with specific in-
dividualchemicalorbiologicalagentsand
radioactive nucleotides.37

Development of HCF response plans
has been hampered by many factors.
Foremost is the lack of civilian experi-
ence with mass casualty events of a
chemicalorbiologicalnature.Manycivil-
ian plans are derived from the experi-
ences of prehospital HAZMAT response
teamsormilitarydefenseprocedures that
may not be appropriate.

TheHAZMATapproachassumes that
responders will enter a highly toxic en-
vironment near the source of release
(away fromanHCF).Maximumprotec-
tion is provided for a few workers rescu-
ing a small number of patients, usually
without time pressure for decontamina-
tion. The primary objectives are scene
containmentandenvironmentalprotec-
tion. In line with these assumptions, the
Occupational Health and Safety Admin-
istration (OSHA) has mandated the use
of a “Personal Protection Level based
upon site hazards.”38 However, site haz-
ards are more easily defined at the point
of release thanat theHCF,wherepatient
care is conducted. Thus, current OSHA
guidelinesmaybeinappropriateforHCFs.
Traditional HAZMAT products, such as
decontamination tents, trailers, and iso-
lationrooms,areexpensive, requirepro-
longed setup time, or are inadequate for
large numbers of patients.39

Military countermeasures for chemi-
cal andbiologicalweaponsarealso inap-
propriate for civilian use without modi-
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fication.Militarypersonnelareamoreho-
mogenous population, generally phy-
sically fit, mentally disciplined, and eq-
uippedforchemicalwarfare.Becausethey
are designed for operations in very toxic
environments,militarycontingencyplans
can be complex.40 Incorrect civilian use
ofmilitaryprotectiveequipmentandde-
contamination procedures may be haz-
ardous, as with the use of military-style
gasmasksbyIsraeli civiliansduringGulf
War missile attacks. Fatalities resulted
from improper mask use.41,42

The US government has recently be-
gun addressing civilian preparedness
deficits. A 1995 presidential initiative
funded the prototype for Metropolitan
MedicalStrikeTeams,43whichwerecom-
posed of specially trained local person-
nelwereorganized tohelpcommunities
respond to events. This effort has been
revised to include a systems approach
and has been renamed Metropolitan
MedicalResponseSystems(MMRS).The
overall goal of the MMRS program is to
link first-response, public health, and
health care systems. As a component of
the MMRS, HCFs will remain respon-
sible for initialmanagementof contami-
nated patients. To date, 47 urban areas
have received funding for development
of an MMRS and more communities are
expected to receive similar support.

The Nunn-Lugar-Domenici congres-
sional legislation allocated federal funds
to theDepartmentofDefense toupgrade
the capabilities of civilian first respond-
ers, includingHCFpersonnel.44 ThisDo-
mesticPreparednessProgramisbeingcon-
ductedserially in120metropolitanareas
by the US Army Soldier and Biological
Chemical Command.45 This program is
intendedtoprovideoperational-levelpre-
paredness,witheducationaltractsforcom-
munityresponseentities, includingemer-
gencymanagement,lawenforcement,fire,
andmedicalpersonnel.Thecurrentpro-
gramforhospitalpersonnelhaslackedde-
tailed operational methods.46,47 A large-
scalechemicalagentexerciseinNewYork
City, conductedafterhospitalpersonnel
hadparticipatedintheDomesticPrepared-
ness Program, demonstrated that hospi-
tals would still have difficulty managing
patient decontamination.48

The federal government has estab-
lished a National Domestic Prepared-
ness Office (NDPO) under the aus-
pices of the Department of Justice to act
as a clearing house during responses to
domestic chemical and biological ter-
rorist incidents. The NDPO will handle
information pertinent to law enforce-
ment, emergency medical response,
medical, and public health sectors.

Federal preparedness initiatives have
been paralleled by private industry’s de-
velopment of chemical and biological
agent response products and training
programs. Self-described expert con-
sultant groups offer risk analysis and
training for various components of lo-
cal emergency response, including
HCFs. Some programs market equip-
ment packages supplied by vendors
working in conjunction with the con-
sultants.49 Most offer operational guide-
lines based on traditional HAZMAT
procedures. As yet, no published large-
scale exercise or response experience
has validated these programs.

PROPOSED HCF CONCEPT
OF OPERATIONS
Owing to the complexity of a civilian
event involving chemical or biological
weapons, HCFs should begin by delin-
eating priorities that guide their pre-
paredness process. These objectives
should be established in coordination
with the other members of the com-
munity involved in emergency re-
sponse. The priorities of the HCF could
be ranked in this order: (1) protection
of the current patients, staff, and facil-
ity; (2) provision of the best possible
medical care for contaminated pa-
tients presenting to the institution for
care; and (3) environmental protec-
tion external to the HCF. In a large-
scale event, containment of wastewa-
ter will probably be impossible, though
no consensus has yet been reached on
this controversial point. This issue
should be addressed through compre-
hensive planning that includes local en-
vironmental and water authorities.

Certain assumptions can be made to
simplify planning. One is that the ex-
posure site is remote from the HCF (ie,

the HCF is receiving patients but is not
within the primary release area). Oth-
erwise, facility evacuation or “shelter-
ing in place” may be indicated. Key
components of the model prepared-
ness plan are illustrated in the FIGURE.

Event Recognition
In an unannounced event, it is essen-
tial to recognize contaminated patients
before their entrance into the facility. Se-
curity personnel must be trained in early
recognition and should be stationed at
the hospital entrances. Security person-
nel should immediately notify manage-
ment personnel when they suspect a
problem, and they should be prepared
to protect themselves by donning per-
sonnel protective equipment (PPE).
Even so, it is reasonable to expect some
contaminated individuals may gain en-
trance into the facility. These situa-
tions should be handled on a case-by-
case basis with a rational approach. It
will not be necessary to completely seal
off the facility or a department in most
circumstances.50

Activation of Plan
The alert mechanism should be expe-
ditious: PPE must be immediately acces-
sible to decontamination and patient
care personnel, and the decontamina-
tion facility shouldbeoperationalwithin
2 to 3 minutes.

Management
The principles of the incident com-
mand system should be incorporated
into the HCF’s emergency prepared-
ness plan.51 The use of this system will
enable HCF staff to fully integrate their
activities with community emergency re-
sponse assets, since it is widely used by
fire, EMS, and police personnel as well
as many state and federal agencies. Al-
though initial response efforts will be
centered in the decontamination and
treatment areas, other HCF depart-
ments will play vital roles. For in-
stance, security officers must direct the
flow of casualties and vehicles to pre-
vent facility compromise and must
prevent unauthorized access to the de-
contamination and treatment areas.
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Personnel from departments including
emergency, critical care services, plant
operations, pharmacy, supply services,
infectious disease, respiratory therapy,
laboratory, and toxicology must be tar-
geted for education and training in the
response plan.

A widespread chemical or biological
incident will result in extended opera-
tional periods. Staff should be coordi-
nated to provide relief from physically
taxing activities such as patient decon-
tamination. Providing food and hydra-
tion in a hygienic manner will enhance
staff performance. Psychological sup-
port for staff should be available.

Personnelcaringforcontaminatedpa-
tients should be properly outfitted in
PPE. Specific data to determine the ap-
propriate level of hospital worker pro-
tectionremains limited, anda recent ex-
tensive review on chemical and biologi-
cal terrorism published by the Institute
of Medicine is inconclusive on this
issue.52 Level C PPE consists of a non-
encapsulated, chemical-resistant suit,
gloves, andboots,witha full-faceairpu-
rifier cartridge mask (powered or non-
powered). This gear should afford ad-
equate respiratory protection for out-
door exposure to contaminated chemi-
cal casualties who have survived trans-
port to the HCF.21,53 For HCF workers
conductingdecontaminationofpatients
acutelycontaminatedwithinfectiousbio-
logical agents, level D protection (stan-
dardworkclothes)plus latexgloves, eye
splash protection, and N-95 respiratory
masks (used in many hospitals for pro-
tection against tuberculosis) should be
adequate.54,55 Ifrespondersareconcerned
about reaerosolizing an agent during
clothing removal, a high-efficiency par-
ticulate air (HEPA) filter mask could be
added. If the agent class for a sudden re-
lease cannot be identified, level C PPE
with an organic vapor/HEPA filter car-
tridge mask is recommended.

Training is essential for the correct use
of PPE. Work times and conditions must
be monitored while personnel are us-
ing PPE to prevent fatigue or heat stress.
Personnel should be rotated if decon-
tamination operations are prolonged.
Once patients have been decontami-

nated, they may be handled by staff us-
ing universal precaution guidelines.

Crowd control will require firm, au-
thoritative direction from hospital se-
curity and, if available, police or the Na-
tional Guard. Since PPE face masks
muffle the voice, loudspeakers should
be provided to personnel directing con-
taminated patients. Signs designating
functional areas and providing patient
instructions should be in place.

Primary Triage
All exposed and potentially exposed in-
dividuals should receive an initial brief
triage, performed by medical personnel
in PPE, before decontamination. They
should then be directed to 1 of 2 areas,
nonmedical decontamination or medi-
cal decontamination. The uninjured,
those with minor injuries requiring no
medical intervention during decontami-
nation, and the majority of ambulatory
patients will be assigned to nonmedical
decontamination. These individuals may
require nonmedical assistance with
washing themselves (eg, unaccompa-
nied children, persons in wheelchairs,
and those with other special needs).
Those with injuries or illness poten-

tially requiring medical intervention will
be assigned to medical decontamina-
tion by staff.

Throughout the decontamination
process, attention must be given to
symptoms of exposure to chemical or
biological agents that may indicate early
life-threatening deterioration (eg, a sore
throat or mild shortness of breath af-
ter exposure to pulmonary or laryn-
geal irritants).

Patient Sign-in/Identification
and Securing Property
A brief sign-in process should capture
name and date of birth (full registration
can occur after decontamination and
should be consistent with the commu-
nity patient tracking system). A num-
ber on a log can be assigned to each pa-
tient, who would receive 2 identically
numbered plastic bags and a nonperme-
ablewristband.Clothingwouldbeplaced
into the larger clear, impervious bag.
Separation of valuables into the second,
smaller bag would enhance the security
of these items. A meticulous, practical
method of cataloging belongings will en-
sure their return and possibly assist in
forensic investigations.

Figure. Health Care Facility Response Plan for Chemical or Biological Weapons Release

Event Recognition

Activation of Plan

Prepare Staff, Decontamination,
and Treatment Areas and Initiate

Plans for Crowd Control

Nonmedical Decontamination Medical Decontamination
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Injury or Illness

Patient Sign-in

Patient Decontamination

Patient Disrobes

Identify Patient (If Possible)
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Emergency Treatment

Initiated as Needed
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Injury or Illness

Moderate and Major
Injury or Illness
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Triage
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Patient Decontamination
The HCF should possess partially fixed
or preconstructed decontamination fa-
cilities that can be activated immedi-
ately. This facility should be designed to
occupy little storage space and not dis-
rupt routine operations while in use. The
Israeli model, developed during the Gulf
War, consists of showers permanently
fixed to the ceiling structure of an open-
air parking garage or the side of a build-
ing.56 The George Washington Univer-
sity Hospital model uses fire exit
alleyways. An outdoor decontamina-
tion facility can prevent entry of con-
taminants into the HCF and obviates
dedicating space with room ventilation
and vapor isolation. An outdoor facil-
ity is also more suitable for the influx of
mass casualties. Outdoor decontamina-
tion, however, must offer protection
from inclement weather and have ad-
equate lighting for night operations.

Because clothing will be removed be-
fore decontamination, privacy must be
protected to ensure compliance with
full decontamination. The sexes should
be separated, with a visual barrier be-
tween shower lines. The need for pro-
tection of privacy was demonstrated by
a successful lawsuit against a fire de-
partment whose personnel decontami-
nated 2 women without ensuring ad-
equate privacy.57

Another important consideration is
rapid patient progression through the
decontamination process. Traditional
HAZMAT decontamination is passive
(using 2 responders to clean each pa-
tient), which is time consuming and un-
necessary for the majority of ambula-
tory patients in the nonmedical de-
contamination area. Promoting pa-
tient self-decontamination will signifi-
cantly decrease the required number of
health care workers. Of course, de-
contamination assistance for some pa-
tients in the nonmedical decontamina-
tion area and full passive decon-
tamination in the medical decontami-
nation area must still be available.

Decontamination facilities should
contain multiple shower stations that
are designed to allow patients to
progress at various rates without com-

promising overall flow. Patients whose
clinical condition deteriorates in the de-
contamination line can impede the
progress of others. Plans must include
means for sidetracking these patients
into an area separate from the main de-
contamination sites, where treatment
can be initiated.

Decontamination can be accom-
plished by using a sequential copious
warm water rinse, a hypoallergenic liq-
uid soapwash, anotherwarmwater rinse,
and then a final rinse after walking past
other in-use showers. Incapacitated pa-
tients will require soap and water cleans-
ing by staff, with attention to washing
and rinsing the patient’s back and the
nonabsorbentbackboard.Thewater tem-
perature must be adjustable. Exces-
sively warm water should be avoided, as
this may promote peripheral vasodila-
tation and toxin absorption. Stiff brushes
or abrasives should also be avoided as
they may enhance dermal absorption of
the toxin and can produce skin lesions
that may be mistaken for chemical inju-
ries.58,59 Sponges and disposable towels
are affordable and effective alternatives.

Secondary Triage
Persons with major or moderate casu-
alties would be referred to treatment ar-
eas designated for such cases. Those
with minor or no apparent injuries
should be sent to a holding area for fur-
ther evaluation, observation, and even-
tual treatment if needed.

Holding Area
Large spaces such as cafeterias or au-
ditoriums can be used for observation
of large numbers of patients with mi-
nor or no apparent injuries and ill-
nesses by physicians and nurses. At this
time, HCF staff should also provide in-
formation on the agent involved, po-
tential short- and long-term effects, rec-
ommended treatment, stress reactions,
and possible avenues to further assis-
tance. It is essential to provide impor-
tant information in writing because the
memory of patients may be impaired by
the psychological stress of dealing with
an exposure. All potentially exposed in-
dividuals should also be enrolled in a

long-term surveillance program to
monitor possible health effects.

Logistics for Treatment
Specific therapies for chemical and bio-
logical agent casualties vary according to
the etiologic agent and are described else-
where.15,16,60,61 Mass casualties requir-
ing specific chemical antidotes, vaccina-
tions, or antibiotics will quickly deplete
available supplies. In most cases, cur-
renthospital stocksofmedicationswould
be inadequate to meet the needs of even
a few of these patients.62 Several efforts
are under way to address this problem,
including a federal initiative to stock-
pile antibiotics andvaccines.63 Othercon-
cerns have not yet been adequately ad-
dressed. After a smallpox release, for
example, postexposure vaccination
might be indicated, but smallpox vac-
cine is no longer produced and current
stocks are limited.16,64

Otherwise straightforward medical
problems, including eye injuries, bron-
chospasm, and burns, may also need
mass intervention. Ventilators and other
critical care supplies may be needed in
large quantities. This problem could be
resolved in part through mutual aid
agreements between HCFs. Such an
agreement established in the Washing-
ton, DC, area provides for pooling of
resources (including personnel, sup-
plies, and equipment), and sharing of
information.65 Contingency plans of this
type may be vital to saving lives, since
time constraints prevent reliance on re-
supply support from state and federal
agencies during the initial crucial pe-
riod of an event.

Epidemiological Considerations
Health care facility involvement will ex-
tend beyond the treatment of patients
who are acutely ill or exposed. A com-
prehensive community response will in-
clude epidemiological analysis under-
taken by local and national public
health organizations to identify all po-
tential exposed individuals. This should
be done during the brief interval when
early intervention can save lives and
containment can reduce secondary
transmission of contagious agents. Such
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analysis will require participation by
HCFs.

Information Resources
Health care facility personnel must
identify sources of expert information
on chemical and biological agents to en-
sure ready access to such information.
Ideally, a repository or data bank could
be established at the community or na-
tional level. This would allow for the
distribution of uniform information.

Other resources include medical
management handbooks developed by
the US Army’s chemical and biologi-
cal defense medical laboratories.54,60,61

Some civilian-based protocols, such as
pediatric recommendations, have also
been established; these are currently be-
ing revised by the US Public Health Ser-
vice.66 Consensus statements orga-
nized by the Working Group on
Civilian Biodefense also provide use-
ful guidance.15,16 Consultation is also
available 24 hours a day by remote ac-
cess through the National Response
Center at (800) 424-8802.

Public Information
Prompt attention must be given to in-
formation issued to the public through
the news media and bulletins. Media in-
quiries must be carefully handled, and
the content of these communications
should be discussed with appropriate
emergency management authorities to
prevent the release of conflicting or er-
roneous reports.

Postincident Actions
Following the event, HCF manage-
ment should conduct an incident re-
view with hospital personnel involved
in the emergency response. The pur-
pose of such a review is to determine,
in a nonpejorative manner, the se-
quence of events and to disseminate the
rationale behind controversial deci-
sions. Exposure risks and necessary
countermeasures should be discussed
to alleviate some of the psychological
impact of incident stress. The incident
critique, which will take place later, is
a technical review designed to evalu-
ate and improve the response plan. The

staff should also have access to formal-
ized stress debriefing at a later date.

Because injuries and illnesses sus-
tained during the response would be cov-
ered under employee compensation in-
surance, all staff members involved
should be registered in a health surveil-
lance program. This will ensure that
medical issues will receive proper atten-
tion, and demonstrate the HCFs com-
mitment to employee health. In view of
the possible delayed or chronic effects of
some chemical agents, surveillance could
continue for years. Assistance for this
type of surveillance is available through
the Agency for Toxic Substances and Dis-
ease Registry, which the US Depart-
ment of Health and Human Services has
identified as the lead agency for the reg-
istration of personnel exposed to chemi-
cal or biological warfare agents.67

It will be essential to clean the de-
contamination facilities and process the
possessions of contaminated patients,
as well as dispose of solid waste.
Cleanup will be guided by the specific
agent involved and the law enforce-
ment investigation. If no adequate, fi-
nancially viable method is available to
inactivate a highly toxic, persistent
agent such as the nerve gas VX, assis-
tance may be required from other lo-
cal, state, or federal entities.68

CONTROVERSIES AND
RESEARCH REQUIRED

Personal Protective Equipment
One major question concerns the opti-
mal approach to PPE. To simplify guide-
lines and reduce confusion about the
variety of choices, PPE recommenda-
tions could be standardized. This mea-
sure would ease financial disincentives
as well as training requirements.
Although published research on
adequacy of PPE is limited, the consen-
sus emerging among researchers and
medical planners is that level C protec-
tion (using a full-face mask with pow-
ered or nonpowered canister filtration
system) is adequate for HCF work-
ers.21,68,69 A few reports recommend a
higher level of protection, level B, which
includes a mask supplied by an exter-

nal air source (hose-supplied air with an
escape cylinder or a self-contained air
tank).70 However, these reports do not
mention whether higher levels of pro-
tection produce a quantified increase in
safety, nor do they discuss the possible
disadvantages such as additional cost,
weight, and training requirements.

Choosing a specific material to pro-
vide chemical barrier protection for HCF
personnel is difficult. Many types of
chemically resistant suits are available.
They vary in cost and each has unique
properties.71 Industrywide testing is
based on permeation rates of pure sub-
stances directly applied to the material,
but such data may not be relevant to the
exposure in the HCF response model.72

Health care workers remote from the im-
pact site or incident scene will be ex-
posed only to the agent that remains on
the skin and clothing of those exposed,
so concentrations of substances encoun-
tered during decontamination at the
HCF will be more dilute than concen-
trations used for the testing PPE mate-
rials.68 Less expensive barrier materials
may therefore be adequate.

Decontamination Solution
Another controversial concept con-
cerns patient decontamination. Should
decontamination be simplified by es-
tablishing a universal process for all in-
cidents, as suggested by Cox?71 Some
authors have already published univer-
sal decontamination protocols for
chemical exposures.50 There is little ar-
gument that soap and water will be ef-
fective for most agents. In the past, an
agent neutralizer such as a 0.5% solu-
tion of hypochlorite was recom-
mended. It inactivates biological agents
(except mycotoxins) and, at a slower
rate, chemical agents such as mustard
and organophosphates.13,60,61 The stud-
ies indicate, however, that 15 to 20 min-
utes of contact time is necessary for hy-
drolysis or oxidation and, thus, for the
inactivation of chemical agents.60 Fur-
thermore, dilute bleach can cause tis-
sue damage in open wounds, exposed
nerve tissue, and the eyes.13,73 The lack
of clear safety and efficacy data for
bleach decontamination suggests that
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it should be avoided, especially if soap
and water are immediately available.
There may be rare exceptions to a uni-
versal decontamination process. For in-
stance, pure metals and strong corro-
sives require dry decontamination (ie,
gentle brushing or vacuuming of larger
particles) before water is applied.68,74

Agent Detectors
Yet another controversial issue is what
role agent detectors should play in an
HCF response plan. Agent detectors and
monitors are used in the military and
HAZMAT/EMS arenas. In the HCF en-
vironment, however, they would only
complicate and lengthen the decontami-
nation process. Much of the monitor-
ing and detection equipment for chemi-
cal and biological agents is expensive and
training intensive. Even handheld as-
says require attention to standard pro-
tocols. Moreover, some agent detectors
can give false-positive readings when
perfume, diesel vapors, or nonthreaten-
ing contaminants are present.75 In some
cases, cool air, the presence of a non-
militarized agent, or other factors can
produce false-negative results. Detec-
tion can also be time consuming. If an
HCF is operating without any means of
detection, HCF personnel must con-
sider that most biological agents and
some selected chemical toxins (eg, mus-
tard) have delayed clinical manifesta-
tions. Contingency plans must include
the capability to treat potentially ex-
posed persons, if indicated, while con-
firmatory tests are under way.

Decontamination Wastewater
Questions have also been raised about
the potential environmental impact of
releasing decontamination wastewater
into the water treatment system. To date,
the Environmental Protection Agency
has not published an official statement
on this issue in relation to HCF plan-
ning. The decision not to contain waste-
water can be justified for most agents in
a life-threatening mass casualty situa-
tion. Biological agents may pose only a
temporary risk to the environment or to
the people in the area because of rapid
environmental degradation or difficult

reaerosolization.10,13 On the other hand,
a large-scale chemical incident usually
results in significant environmental pol-
lution; the amount of agent borne by pa-
tients presenting to HCFs will consti-
tute only a small fraction of the total
environmental burden. Some authors
suggest that as much as 75% to 90% of
the hazardous agent may be removed by
disrobing.70,71,75 The remaining skin con-
taminant may be minuscule and can be
diluted further during washing and pass-
ing into public wastewater systems. The
installation of a large-volume wastewa-
ter containment system is a prohibi-
tively expensive undertaking. Even if
installed, the final disposition of waste-
water containing hazardous materials
can be a catastrophic financial burden.
If the facility design does not provide
wastewater containment, appropriate
water authorities should be notified at
the time of the event.

Unanswered Questions
These and other pressing questions
must be investigated if research is to
help improve response strategies:

• What are the actual risks to first re-
sponders, clinicians, and other health
care workers from reaerosolizing bio-
logical agents on contaminated cloth-
ing, skin, or environmental surfaces?

• What is the minimum adequate
amount of washing/rinsing time re-
quired for adequate decontamination
from most agents?

• What are the specific limitations of
level C and level B PPE for HCF per-
sonnel caring for exposed patients re-
moved from a site where a chemical or
a biological agent has been released?

• What are the ideal avenues through
which HCFs can disseminate informa-
tion during an event of this type or mag-
nitude?

• What equipment and training re-
quirements can HCFs realistically sup-
port for this preparedness? Should pub-
lic policy provide funding for HCF
preparedness?

• Does every HCF in a defined area
need this preparedness capability?

• Are there specific chemical and bio-
logical agents (in the amounts carried

by contaminated patients presenting to
HCFs) that cannot be safely washed into
public water runoff?

CONCLUSION
The threat of a large-scale incident in-
volving intentional release of chemi-
cal or biological agents in the United
States is significant, but currently, no
practical models exist for HCF re-
sponse to a suddenly recognized event
requiring the decontamination of mass
casualties. The time has come to estab-
lish a forum of experts to address the
questions presented in this article and
elsewhere and to reach a consensus on
how to develop and disseminate com-
prehensive guidelines for HCFs. These
solutions should be fully integrated into
the community response plan for
chemical or biological terrorism.

Precedence for this consensus ap-
proach may be found in the method used
by the Federal Emergency Manage-
ment Agency for the creation of the Na-
tional Urban Search and Rescue Sys-
tem.76 Above all, the process must be an
operationally oriented cooperative ef-
fort and remain uninfluenced by finan-
cial gain and unproved technologies.

The threat posed by chemical and
biological terrorism must be kept in
proper perspective. Disaster prepar-
edness plans must maintain readiness
for these events as well as the terrorist
use of conventional explosives.77,78 Ac-
cidental HAZMAT exposures remain
even more likely. Robust, effective HCF
preparedness integrated with local com-
munity planning will help address the
more conventional threats.

Disclaimer: The opinions and findings in this article
are those of the authors and should not be construed
as official policies or positions of the US Department
of the Army, US Department of the Air Force, US Pub-
lic Health Service, or US government.
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